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Abstract

We propose a block motion estimation algorithm based on a statistical image feature for video sequences.

The statistical feature of the reference block is obtained, then applied to select the candidate starting points (SPs) in the regular starting points pattern (SPP) by comparing the statistical feature of reference block with that of blocks which are spread over regular SPP. The final SPs are obtained by their Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) value among the candidate SPs.

Finally, one of conventional fast search algorithms, such as BBGDS, DS, and three-step search (TSS), has been applied to generate the motion vector of reference block using the final SPs as its starting points.

The experimental results showed that the starting points from final SPs were as close as to the global minimum as we expected.

I. Introduction

Motion estimation plays an important role in video coding and processing, because it reduces the temporal redundancy between the successive frames of video. Among the various types of motion estimation algorithms, block matching technique has been adopted in many applications owing to its simplicity. The full search (FS) block matching algorithm is the simplest, but requires huge computations. So, many fast algorithms have been suggested, such as the three-step search(TSS)[1], the conjugate directional algorithm[2], the new three-step algorithm[3], and the block-based gradient descent algorithm(BBGDS)[4]. The main aim of them was to reduce the computation time and complexity by searching the eligible checking points in a search window. However,
these fast algorithms had the local minimum problem due to their assumption: the error space that is composed of the block matching distortion over all blocks in a search window be unimodal. It means that distortion function increases monotonically as the search point moves away from the global minimum[5]. Unfortunately, the distortion function is usually not true in real-world video sequences. Consequently, the minimum value on error space extracted by these fast algorithm is often higher than that extracted by full search algorithm(FSA). In order to overcome this failure, Y. L. Chan[6] has suggested the edge-assisted search algorithm(EAS) which uses the edge in a block by modifying search points pattern(SPP) which are perhaps nearby global minimum on error space.

We have developed the search algorithm in order to modify SPP in a search window using statistical feature of each block. The statistical feature of each block makes the final starting points(SP) as close as possible to global minimum on error space. In this paper, the histogram is used as statistical feature. Section II describes the detail of proposed search algorithm, and the experimental results were shown in section III. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in section IV.

II. Histogram-Based Search(HBS) Algorithm

The histogram is used as statistical image feature in this paper due to its simplicity and well-represented distribution of pixel value. First of all, the histogram of reference block is obtained, and then it is compared to that of blocks located at regular SPP that are distributed evenly across the search window. When the histogram of block associated with one point of the regular SPP is similar to that of reference block, it will be one of the candidate SPs. The cost function, which is called histogram similarity score(HSS), justified the similarity of two histograms. That is

\[
HSS(u, v) = \sum_{i=0}^{255} N(h_i, k_i(i))
\]  

(1)

where \(N(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
1, & |x - y| \leq \beta \\
0, & \text{else}
\end{cases}\)

where, \((u,v)\) means the candidate starting point, and \(h_i(k)\) is the histogram of reference block, \(k_i(i)\) is the histogram of candidate block in a search window, is pre-defined threshold value, and \(N()\) means the threshold function defined by difference of two histogram. The HSS represents the similarity of intensity distribution of two blocks to be compared. In next step, the final SPs are selected by their mean absolute difference(MAD) among the candidate SPs.

\[
SP_n = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{MAD}_n - \text{MAD}_{\text{min}} \leq \mu \\
0, & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

(2)

where, if \(SP_n\) is 1, this point is selected to final SP, \(\text{MAD}_n\) is MAD value of candidate \(SP_n\), is the pre-defined threshold value, and \(\text{MAD}_{\text{min}}\) is the minimum value in the candidate SPs. According to these steps, the final SPs are determined for starting point of conventional fast algorithm, such as BBDGS, three-step, and diamond searching. Fig. 1. shows the pseudo code for proposed algorithm.

III. Experimental Results

Four video sequences were used for test sequences in the experiment. They consisted of two real-world video sequences, which include tilt down camera motion and zoom out camera motion respectively, Susie, and Table tennis. In our experiments, the block size is fixed at 16x16, and the range of search window is 15 pixels, in both horizontal and vertical directions respectively. Also, we have set the threshold value, and, to 3 and 5, respectively. We have used the mean absolute difference(MAD) as the objective function for block motion estimation and selecting the final SPs in the candidate SPs. The MAD value is as follow.

\[
\text{MAD}(u, v) = \sum_{i=0}^{255} \sum_{j=0}^{255} |I_i(i, j) - I_{\text{ref}}(i+u, j+v)|
\]

(3)
where, \((u,v)\) means the candidate motion vector, \(I_t()\) and \(I_{t+1}()\) refer to the blocks in the current frame and in the reference frame which are to be compared. In the experiments, we used the mean square error(MSE) per pixel as the measure of performance. Each video sequence is processed by three search algorithms: full search algorithm(FSA), block-based gradient descent search(BBGDS), and BBGDS based on the proposed search scheme. FSA is, as mentioned before, the most accurate strategy that exhaustively evaluated all candidate points within a search area, however, requires the huge amount of computational burden. BBGDS evaluates the point in a specific search pattern. The minimum point within the search pattern is to determine the gradient descent direction, and of thier search procedure moves the searching path in a gradient descent direction to obtain the global minimum which has the best matching block. The degree of computational complexity of each algorithm with respect to full search algorithm and MSE is calculated. The experimental results are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 2. Table 1 showed the result of each block matching algorithm in terms of its complexity and average MSE value. Additionally, Fig. 2 depicted the MSE value of each algorithm for each test video sequence frame by frame. The experimental results show that the complexities of HBS are slightly higher than that of BBGDS, but the performances of HBS is higher than that of BBGDS.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the new search algorithm for block motion estimation. The proposed search algorithm based on statistical feature, which is histogram in this paper, in order to modify SPP for reducing computational complexity and increasing performance. The results showed the performance of the proposed search scheme is better than that of BBGDS and is closer to that of FSA. However, the proposed search algorithm had some weaknesses to video sequence that had only object moving, in case of Table tennis. This weakness would be reduced in further researches.

![Fig. 1. The pseudo code of the proposed HBS algorithm](image)

| Table 1. Comparison of Computational Complexity for various Algorithms |
|-----------------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
|                            | DOWN                | OUT                 | SUSIE               | TABLE TENNIS        |
|                            | Avg.MSE             | Avg.MSE             | Avg.MSE             | Avg.MSE             |
| FSA                         | 100%                | 226.8               | 100%                | 257.6               |
| BBGDS                       | 1.15%               | 264.7               | 1.3%                | 283.3               |
| BBGDS + HBS                 | 1.84%               | 231.6               | 2.52%               | 260.4               |
|                             | 1.38%               | 217.5               | 0.96%               | 318.3               |

Fig. 1. The pseudo code of the proposed HBS algorithm
Fig. 2. MSE produced by the proposed search algorithm to 4 different video sequences.
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